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Abstract. In the context of supervised learning, the training data for
large-scale hierarchical classification consist of (i) a set of input-output
pairs, and (ii) a hierarchy structure defining parent-child relation among
class labels. It is often the case that the hierarchy structure given a-priori
is not optimal for achieving high classification accuracy. This is especially
true for web-taxonomies such as Yahoo! directory which consist of tens of
thousand of classes. Furthermore, an important goal of hierarchy design
is to render better navigability and browsing. In this work, we propose
a maximum-margin framework for automatically adapting the given hi-
erarchy by using the set of input-output pairs to yield a new hierarchy.
The proposed method is not only theoretically justified but also provides
a more principled approach for hierarchy flattening techniques proposed
earlier, which are ad-hoc and empirical in nature. The empirical results
on publicly available large-scale datasets demonstrate that classification
with new hierarchy leads to better or comparable generalization perfor-
mance than the hierarchy flattening techniques.
1 Introduction
Large-scale web taxonomies, e.g. the Open Directory Project (ODP), consist of
millions of websites, distributed among hundreds of thousand classes which are
arranged in a tree hierarchy. For example, ODP has around 5 million websites
and the hierarchy contains over 1 million classes. Due to the ever-increasing scale
of data from various sources on the web, there is a definite requirement to par-
tially or fully eliminate the manual effort involved in managing such taxonomies.
In this context, large-scale hierarchical classification systems aim to automati-
cally classify documents to target classes using also the hierarchical information.
The main challenge in large-scale hierarchical classification is to exploit the hier-
archical structure to design a scalable classification system which has acceptable
prediction accuracy as well as training and prediction speed. In order to evaluate
the current state of art in this domain, open challenges such as the Pascal Large
Scale Hierarchical Text Classification (LSHTC) 1 have been organized.
1 http://lshtc.iit.demokritos.gr/
2Most approaches exploit the hierarchy structure to design appropriate loss
functions for classification and use it to apply the divide-and-conquer paradigm
to keep the scale of the classification problem manageable. However, the taxon-
omy structure given a-priori as part of the training data may not be best suited
to yield high classification accuracy due to the following reasons:
1. Large-scale web taxonomies are designed with an intent of better user-
experience and navigability, and not for the goal of classification.
2. Taxonomy design is subject to certain degree of arbitrariness based on per-
sonal choices and preferences of the editors.
3. The large-scale nature of such taxonomies poses difficulties in manually de-
signing good taxonomies for classification.
In the recent work by [3] on relatively smaller taxonomies, the impact of arbi-
trariness on loss-function design is minimized by appropriately calibrating the
edge distance between the true and predicted class. In similar spirit of taxonomy
adaptation, approaches based on flattening the hierarchy such as [7, 9], have been
proposed in LSHTC for large-scale settings which lead to improvement in clas-
sification accuracy as compared to using the original hierarchy. The motivation
for these hierarchy flattening approaches is to minimize the error propagation
due to a longer cascade from the root to leaves. Hierarchy flattening approaches
remove entire levels in the hierarchy by replacing all the parents in that level by
its children. This is illustrated in Figure 1 where the first and the third levels
of the hierarchy are removed. Such approaches based on flattening entire levels
suffer from the following drawbacks:
– These are based on ad-hoc heuristics and a-priori it is not clear which levels
in the hierarchy should be flattened. This is crucial for hierarchies such as
Yahoo! Directory which have more than 10 levels.
– Excessive flattening leads to increase in training and prediction speed, both
of these factors adversely impact applicability of the resulting hierarchical
classifiers in many scenarios of practical importance.
In order to tackle the incompatibility of the given hierarchy structure among
target classes and the set of input-output pairs in large-scale hierarchical clas-
sification, we propose a principled strategy for adapting the hierarchy to better
suit the classification problem at hand.
1.1 Our Contributions
In this work, we present a margin-based framework for choosing the most appro-
priate candidate nodes for replacement by their children nodes rather than all
the nodes in a level. The proposed approach for taxonomy adaptation is based
on well-founded theoretical results for generalization error analysis of margin-
based classifiers deployed in a tree-based top down cascade [5]. The replacement
is performed only for those classes which are more likely to be confused with
other classes at the same level in the hierarchy. We exploit the margin informa-
tion obtained at optimality while training the one-vs-rest classifiers to determine
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Fig. 1. Flattening the first and the third levels (right) of the original hierarchy (left).
the extent of confusion for each candidate class. This approach can be seen as
synchronization of the two components of training data, taxonomy information
on one hand and the set of input-output pairs on the other hand.
The proposed method is based on a more principled approach for node re-
placement as compared to ad-hoc methods based on flattening entire layers. As
a result, our method is easily applicable to taxonomy structures in which the
cascade length is arbitrarily long. Another advantage of our approach is that by
choosing the most relevant candidates for replacement, it limits the extent of
flattening and maintains the over-all hierarchical structure.
1.2 Other Related Work
Some of the earlier studies on exploiting hierarchy among target classes for the
purpose of text classification, such as [2, 4], in which the number of target classes
were limited to a few hundreds. However, the work by [6] is among the pioneering
in hierarchical classification towards addressing Web-scale directories such as
Yahoo! directory consisting of over 100,000 target classes. The authors analyze
the performance with respect to accuracy and training time complexity for flat
and hierarchical classification. More recently, prevention of error propagation
by applying Refined Experts trained on a validation set was proposed in [1].
In this approach, bottom-up information propagation is performed by utilizing
the output of the lower level classifiers in order to improve classification at top
level. Deep Classification [10] proposes to first identify a much smaller subset
of target classes. Prediction of a test instance is then performed by re-training
Naive Bayes classifier on the subset of target classes identified from the first step.
2 Problem Setup
In single-label multi-class hierarchical classification, the training data can be
represented by a set of input-output pairs S = {(x(i), y(i))}Ni=1 and hierarchical
structure among target classes G. In the context of text classification, x(i) ∈ X
denotes the vector representation of document i in the input space X ⊆ Rd.
Assuming that there are K classes denoted by the set Y = {1 . . .K}, the label
y(i) ∈ Y represents the class associated with the instance x(i). The hierarchy
in the form of rooted tree is given by G = (V, E) where V ⊇ Y denotes the set
4of nodes of G, and E denotes the set of edges with parent-to-child orientation.
Let v0 ∈ V denote the root node of the hierarchy tree. In this setup, the leaves
of the tree which form the set of target classes, which is given by Y = {u ∈
V : ∄v ∈ V, (u, v) ∈ E}. Since the class hierarchy represents a transition from
general to specialization of a concept as one traverses from root towards leaves,
the documents which belong a particular leaf node also belong to all the nodes
on the path from the root to that lead node.
In the above setup, given a new test instance x, the goal is to predict the class
ŷ. This is done by making a sequence of predictions iteratively in a top-down
fashion starting from the root until a leaf node is reached. At each non-leaf node
v ∈ V, a score fc(x) ∈ R is computed for each child c and the child ĉ with the
maximum score is predicted i.e. ĉ = argmax
c:(v,c)∈E
fc(x).
In addition to being highly accurate for prediction, we also focus on prediction
speed, which are two seemingly contradicting design requirements for a machine
learning algorithm.
The motivation of approaches based on layer flattening such as [7, 9] illus-
trated in Figure 1 is that by reducing the length of the cascade, the extent
of propagation error can be reduced. However, these approaches lead to multi-
ple folds increase in training time as shown in [9]. Prediction speed also suffers
by employing excessive flattening as studied in the work by [6] showing that
the space complexity of a flat classifier is much higher than a hierarchical model.
Moreover, for predicting an unseen test instance in a K class problem, one needs
to evaluate O(K) classifiers in flat classification as against O(logK) classifiers in
a top-down manner. In order to achieve a better trade-off among various metrics
of interest in large-scale hierarchical classification, we next propose a technique
for hierarchy adaptation which not only provides comparable or better perfor-
mance to level flattening techniques but also maintains the overall hierarchical
structure to enjoy faster training and prediction speed.
3 Taxonomy Adaptation in Large-scale Hierarchical
Classification
In this section, we propose a principled approach to adapt the taxonomy given
a-priori as part of the training data by using the input-output pairs to out-
put a taxonomy which leads to better accuracy. For our analysis, we focus on
L2-regularized L2-loss linear Support Vector Machine (SVM), wherein the deci-
sion function fc(x) is modeled as a linear classifier such that fc(x) = w
T
c x. To
learn an SVM-based discriminative classifier for node v, we solve the following
optimization problem for each child c of v
f∗c = min
wc

1
2
wc
Twc + C
∑
{i:y(i)∈Lv}
(max(0, 1− sgn(y(i) ◦ Lc)wc
Tx(i)))2

 (1)
where Lv denotes the set of leaves in the subtree rooted at node v and C
denotes the parameter for mis-classification penalty. We focus on one-vs-rest
5technique to tackle the multi-class nature of the classification problem of identi-
fying the most relevant child c of parent node v and hence yi and Lc are related
such that
sgn(y(i) ◦ Lc) =
{
+1 if y(i) ∈ Lc
−1 otherwise
3.1 Margin-based approach to Taxonomy Adaptation
We derive our intuition from the recently proposed result2 on the generalization
error of maximum-margin classifiers deployed in the tree structure which can be
stated as follows:
Theorem 1. [5] Let m random input-output pairs are correctly classified using
G containing |V| decision nodes with margins {γj , ∀j ∈ G}, then the generaliza-
tion error, with probability greater than 1− δ, is less than
130R2
m
(D′log(4em)log(4m) + |V|log(2m)− log(
2
δ
))
where D′ =
∑|V|
j
1
γ2
j
and R is the radius of the ball containing the distribution’s
support.
Though the above result is stated for the separable case, it indicates that in
order to achieve better generalizability, one needs to decrease the quantity D′.
Clearly, this quantity can be reduced if one removes those nodes from the tree
which correspond to lower margin. The decision nodes with lower margin corre-
spond to those classification problems which are relatively harder as compared
to those nodes at which higher margin can be achieved. This is illustrated in
Figure 2, in which not all nodes at a layer are replaced by their children but
only those for which the margin is among the lowest. This strategy essentially
lead to reducing the effective VC dimension or the Rademacher complexity of
the overall hierarchical classifier and leading to a reduction in the generalization
error in accordance with the Theorem 1.
Since we deal with the non-separable case, we need to remove those nodes for
which the inverse of the margin and empirical error are jointly maximum. This
quantity is captured for each decision node c ∈ {V/v0} by the optimal value
obtained from the objective function value f∗c as given in Equation 1. For each
parent node v ∈ V , we consider the respective value of f∗c ∀c ∈ V , (v, c) ∈ E for
each child c of v. The values f∗c are sorted in decreasing order, which represents
the preferential ordering of the nodes to be considered for flattening. Top r-
ranked nodes are flattened for which f∗c is among the highest, where r is chosen
based on the distribution of these values. Typically, the value f∗c is larger for a
node which has more documents assigned to the leaves of the sub-tree rooted
at that node, node sizes are taken into account in choosing the top r candidate
nodes for replacement. Once the difference between the f∗c values of the current
2 The theorem can be found in the supplementary material of [5].
6and next candidate child node is more than the previous difference, the flattening
procedure for the current parent node is stopped. This process is repeated for
all the parent nodes in the hierarchy irrespective of the length of the cascade.
The algorithmic depiction of the procedure is shown in Algorithm 1. Note that
the value of parameter C does not significantly affect the ordering of the nodes
pruned by the proposed algorithm.
Since the algorithm maintains the overall hierarchy structure, it benefits from
the properties of low space complexity and faster prediction, as we demonstrate
in the next section. It was also observed that the resulting hierarchy after ap-
plying the transformation as given by the algorithm leads to more balanced
classification problems at various levels.
Algorithm 1 The proposed comparative evaluation procedure.
Require: a hierarchy G, input-output set S
Train L2-regularized,L2-loss SVM in a top-down manner
gap← 0
for v ∈ V do
Sort the child nodes in decreasing order of f∗c taking into account the class sizes
Flatten 1st and 2nd ranked child nodes, say c1 and c2
gap = f∗c1 − f
∗
c2
cprev ← c2 ⊲ Set the previous flattened node to c2
for c ∈ V − {c1, c2}, (v, c) ∈ E do
if f∗cprev − f
∗
c < gap then
Flatten c
gap← f∗cprev − f
∗
c
cprev ← c ⊲ Set the previous flattened node to c
else
break
end if
end for
end for
return G
...
... ...
... ... ...
...
...
Fig. 2. Partial flattening (right) of the original hierarchy (left) for the proposed method.
74 Experiments and Results
Properties DMOZ-1 DMOZ-2
Tr. Set Size 93,805 36,834
Feature Set Size 347,255 155,641
Target Classes 12,294 3,672
Test Set Size 34,880 36,834
Table 1. Dataset Properties
We use the publicly available DMOZ
data set(excluding the validation set)
from the LSHTC 2010 (DMOZ-
1) and a subset of DMOZ from
the LSHTC 2011 (DMOZ-2). The
datasets, after having been pre-
processed by stemming and stopword
removal, appear in the LibSVM for-
mat. Table 1 presents the numeric val-
ues corresponding to the important
properties of the dataset.
We compare four strategies to
evaluate their impact on classification accuracy : (i) Fully Hierarchical (FH)
technique which uses the original hierarchy, (ii) Top Level Flattening (TLF) by
removing the first layer, (iii) Multiple Level Flattening by removing first and
third levels (MLF) as proposed in [7, 9] and (iv) the proposed Margin-based
strategy for Taxonomy Adaptation (MTA). We do not compare with our previ-
ous work on adaptive classifier selection in large-scale hierarchical classification
[8], since the accuracy results using that approach were marginally better than
FH method. We use Liblinear to train the models for L2-regularized L2-loss
support vector classification. In order to maintain consistency, the value of the
penalty parameter C was fixed to 1, for all the four methods.
As shown in Figure 3, the proposed method MTA achieves comparable or
better accuracy as compared to the entire layer flattening techniques, MLF and
TLF. The s-test [11] (p < 0.001) showed statistical differences of MTA over FH
and TLF. Table 2 presents the comparison on DMOZ-1 dataset for training
time (including re-training), model sizes and prediction speed. Clearly, since
the proposed MTA method preserves the overall hierarchical structure of the
taxonomy it achieves better values for these metrics of practical significance.
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Fig. 3. Accuracy Comparison.
Properties MLF MTA
Tr. Time (in hours) 6.3 3.2
Tr. Model Size (in GB) 7.8 4.2
Pred. Time (in mins) 55 17
Table 2. Comparison of MLF and MTA
Training Time, Model size on hard-disk
and Prediction Time for the DMOZ-1
dataset
85 Conclusion
We presented a principled method for automatically adapting the given hierar-
chy of classes, in large scale hierarchical classification, to output a new hierarchy
which leads to better generalization. The proposed approach is backed by well-
founded theoretical insights and exploits the margin information to identify those
decision nodes in the hierarchy which correspond to relatively harder classifica-
tion problems and removing those nodes to minimize the impact of propagation
of error. Not only does it lead to comparable or better accuracy, but enjoys
favourable training and prediction speed. This approach can be viewed as an
instance of a more general paradigm of making the two parts of the input in a
supervised learning problem more compatible.
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